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ABSTRACT

RESUMO

In the sweet corn breeding, the selection of superior genotypes
should consider many traits simultaneously. The best strategy to
select traits simultaneously is through selection indexes. This study
aimed to compare the efficiency of different selection indexes based
on characteristics with direct effect on grain yield in segregating
sweet corn populations. Eighteen traits were evaluated in eight sweet
corn genotypes on generation F3. Data were submitted to analyses of
variance and path coefficient analyses. We compared the direct and
indirect selection and the following indexes: base, classical, desired
gains and genotype-ideotype distance. According to path coefficient
analyses, the traits which showed a direct effect about grain yield
(GY) were stand, number of ears, ear diameter, number of grains
per row and industrial yield, which composed the indexes. The base
index provided the greatest total genetic gain, desired gains on all
traits, uniform distribution of the gains and considerable gains on GY.

Índices de seleção para caracteres agronômicos e químicos
em população segregante de milho-doce

Keywords: Zea mays subsp. sacharatta, plant breeding, selection
gain, simultaneous selection of characteristic.

Palavras-chave: Zea mays subsp. sacharatta, melhoramento de
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No melhoramento genético de milho-doce, o processo de seleção
de genótipos superiores deve considerar simultaneamente diversos
caracteres. A melhor estratégia para a seleção simultânea de caracteres
é o uso de índice de seleção. Visto isso, o objetivo do trabalho foi
comparar a eficiência desses diferentes índices de seleção com base
nas características que possuem efeito direto na produtividade de
grãos em populações segregantes de milho doce. Foram avaliados
18 caracteres em oito genótipos de milho-doce na geração F3. Os
dados foram submetidos à análise de variância e análise de trilha. Foi
comparada a seleção direta e indireta e os seguintes índices: base,
clássico, seleção de ganhos desejados e distância genótipo-ideótipo.
De acordo com a análise de trilha, os caracteres que apresentam
efeito direto com a produção de grãos (PG) foram estande, número
de espigas, diâmetro de espiga, número de grãos por fileira e
rendimento industrial, os quais compuseram os índices. O índice
base proporcionou o maior ganho de seleção total, ganhos desejáveis
positivos em todos caracteres, distribuição uniforme dos ganhos entre
as características avaliadas e ganho satisfatório em PG.
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weet corn (Zea mays subsp.
sacharatta) is a special type of corn
that has a greater concentration of sugars
in the grains in relation to common
corn. This characteristic is ruled by
one or more genes of recessive allele,
such as genes shrunken and sugary,
which inhibit the conversion of sugars
into starch in the endosperm, giving
great palatability (Dodson-Swenson &
Tracy, 2015). In addition, sweet corn is
intended solely for human consumption,
mainly after industrial processing
(Pereira Filho & Teixeira, 2016).

The demand for sweet corn has
increased in Brazil, but the number
of cultivars adapted to the regions of
cultivation is still low, with only 77
registered cultivars (MAPA, 2019).
Therefore, it is necessary to intensify
the development of new materials,
in addition to research related to the
improvement of this crop to support
future breeding programs. A sweet corn
cultivar, besides being productive, must
have good organoleptic characteristics
and attend the particularities of the
industry, such as appropriated ear length
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and diameter for processing (Perfeito
et al., 2017). Therefore, in the genetic
improvement of sweet corn, the process
of selection of superior genotypes should
consider several types of characteristics
simultaneously, such as agronomic,
chemical and organoleptic properties.
In this context, the selection based
only on one trait (direct selection), such
as productivity, is not considered the
most appropriated strategy, since there
is no guarantee of genetic gains in other
important traits, which may, or may not
be correlated to the productivity (Jahufer
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& Casler, 2015). To select superior sweet
corn genotypes, various characteristics
(simultaneous selection of traits) can be
evaluated using selection indexes.
The selection indexes are an analysis
of simultaneously established selection
by a linear combination of traits to
maximize the gains from the selection
in all the attributes considered (Cruz
et al., 2012). There are several reports
of the efficiency of the use of selection
indexes in relation to the direct selection
in crops such as baby corn and green
corn (DoVale et al., 2011), soybean
(Andrade et al., 2016), carrot (Carvalho
et al., 2017) and passion fruit (Neves et
al., 2011).
Different methodologies of selection
indexes have been described such as
Smith-Hazel (Smith, 1936; Hazel,
1943), Pesek-Baker (Pesek & Baker,
1969) and genotype-ideotype distance
(Cruz, 2006). The comparison between
the indexes can be performed by means
of genetic gains predicted by each
index or by coincidence in the selection
of superior genotypes (Leite et al.,
2018). There are several studies that
have compared the efficiency between
the selection indexes (Andrade et al.,
2016; Bizari et al., 2017; Missanjo &
Matsumura, 2017). However, there are
still few studies with this approach in
the sweet corn.
Thus, the objective of this study
was to compare the efficiency of
different selection indexes based on
characteristics with direct effect on
grain yield in segregating sweet corn
populations.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The experiment was conducted
under irrigation by aspersion, in the
period from March 3 rd to June 20 th
(2018) at the Experimental Station of
Vegetables of the Universidade Federal
de Uberlândia (UFU), Campus Monte
Carmelo, Brazil (18°43’S, 47°31’W,
903 m altitude). According to the
classification of Köppen, the region’s
climate is tropical.
The experiment was installed in
a randomized block design, with 8
treatments and three repetitions. The
72

treatments consisted of eight sweet corn
genotypes from F3 generation (L6P2,
L6P15, L7P3, L8P7, L8P10, L8P12,
L8P18, and L9P5), belonging to the
Vegetable Germplasm Bank of UFU,
Campus Monte Carmelo. This material
was obtained from three successive selffecundations in ears collected in street
market, initiated in 2016.
Seeds were sown in 200cell polystyrene trays for later
transplantation, in order to ensure the
establishment of the targeted population
of 50 thousand plants/ha. The trays
were filled with substrate and placed
in a greenhouse. Transplanting to the
field was performed when the seedlings
reached V2 stage.
Seedlings transplantation to the field
was at 4-cm soil depth, spaces between
rows and between plants were 70 and
30 cm, respectively. Each plot consisted
of two rows 5.4 m in length, followed
by 0.6 m of alley, with 32 plants
per plot and useful area of 7.56 m2.
Cropping practices and managements
were performed throughout the cycle
in accordance to the recommended for
the sweet corn culture (Pereira Filho &
Teixeira, 2016).
In the R1 stage (female flowering),
the plant stand (STD), number of
prolific plants per plot (PP), number of
fasciated plants per plot (FP), number
of leaves per plant (LP), plant stalk
diameter (SD, cm), plant height (PH,
cm) and ear insertion height (EH, cm),
were evaluated. After harvest in R4
stage (kernel dough stage), number
of ears (NE), ear length (EL, cm), ear
diameter (ED, cm), number of rows
per ear (NRE), number of grains per
row (NGR), grain yield (GY, t ha-1) and
industrial yield (IY, %), relation between
grain weight and ear weight (%) were
evaluated. In addition to the agronomic
characteristics, the grain chemical
evaluations regarding the content of
soluble solids (SS), carbohydrates
(CAR, %), crude protein (CP, %)
and lipids (LIP, %) were measured
in accordance to the methodology of
Instituto Adolfo Lutz (2007).
The presuppositions of analysis of
variance (ANOVA) were calculated,
and after acceptance, the data were
submitted to ANOVA, with 0.05

significance level. After the detection
of genetic variability for the evaluated
traits and the estimation of the
components of variance, the diagnosis
of multicollinearity of the data was
estimated from the matrix of phenotypic
correlation by the condition number of
the matrix (CN) (Montgomery & Peck,
1981). The results of the diagnosis were
correlated in direct and indirect effects
by trial analysis considering the chain
collinearity (Cruz et al., 2012). For this
reason, the constant k was estimated at
5.26. Based on the trial analysis, the
characteristics were selected for the
composition of the indexes, considering
only those with high direct effect on GY.
Finally, the base index (Williams,
1962), classic selection index (Smith,
1936; Hazel, 1943), desired gains index
(Pesek & Baker 1969) and genotypeideotype distance index (Cruz, 2006),
being the genotype and the ideotype
with maximum genotypic values, were
observed. For the selection indexes
studied, the value of economic weight
adopted for GY was 2 and for the
other characteristics was 1 in which all
characteristics were evaluated in the
crescent sense. When the indexes of
desired gains were used, the desired gains
equivalent to the genotypic standard
deviation for each trait was established.
In addition to the simultaneous selection
of traits, analyzes of direct and indirect
selection considering only one trait were
performed. In this type of selection,
the genotypes were selected based on
the values of a single characteristic
and calculated the gains in this same
characteristic (direct selection) as well
as in all other characteristics (indirect
selection). Unlike the indexes, the direct
and indirect selections were performed
based on all evaluated characteristics,
but one at a time.
According to each index, the
genotypes were classified, and the
three highest scores were selected.
Considering the superior genotypes
selected, the evaluation and comparison
of selection indexes were made by
calculating the selection gain for each
characteristic. The selection gain was
estimated by the expression G (%) =
(DS x h2) x 100, being G (%)= expected
gain with the selection, DS= selection
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differential (the difference between
the average of the selected population
among the segregation populations
from F3 generation and the average of
the original segregation population of
the F3 generation, and h2= coefficient
of heritability in the broad sense. All
statistical analyses were performed
by the computational software Genes
(Cruz, 2013).

had a direct effect on the GY, once that
showed direct effects greater than the
residual effect (0.16). Sesay et al. (2017)
also observed direct effects in the ear
characteristics, as the number of rows,
diameter, and length on the grain yield
in hybrid maize populations. Teodoro
et al. (2016) concluded that features
not considered as main interest directly
influence the productivity of grains in
physic nut (Jatropha curcas). Therefore,

in a process of simultaneous selection
of traits, variables with a direct effect
on GY can improve the gains on this
characteristic. The other characteristics
evaluated did not have a direct effect on
grain yield, with values less than 0.16.
The trial analysis indicated that the
characteristics PP, FP, LP, SD, PH, EH,
EL, NRE, CAR, CP, LIP, and SS had
no direct effect on the GY. Thus, the
criteria for direct and indirect selection

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There were significant differences
among the genotypes for fasciated plants
(FP), number of leaves per plant (NLP),
plant height (PH), ear insertion height
(EH), number of ears (NE), ear length
(EL), ear diameter (ED), number of rows
per ear (NRE), number of grains per row
(NGR), grain yield (GY) and industrial
yield (IY) (Table 1). Identic to the other
characteristics (STD, PP, SD, CAR,
CP, LIP, SS), there was no difference
among averages. The identification of
genetic variability among the evaluated
genotypes allows genetic gains from
genotype selection (Cruz et al., 2012).
One of the most important parameters
in plant breeding is the heritability,
since it is directly related to the genetic
gain. The heritability coefficients in
the experiment ranged from 23.57%
(SS) to 94.71% (PH), and GY showed
heritability of 66.08%, considered high
in relation to what was found by Asghar
& Mehdi (2010) in sweet corn (38%).
Asghar & Mehdi (2010) also observed
NRE with a heritability of 84%, a value
close to that found in the present study
(88.71%). Cruz et al. (2012) reported
that the use of secondary traits with
high heritability and high correlation
with the trait of interest can contribute
to increasing the genetic gain.
The knowledge about direct and
indirect effects of secondary traits on
the main trait, obtained from the trial
analysis, can optimize the selection
indexes since traits of little relevance
in the study can be early rejected (Cruz
et al., 2012). In accordance to the trial
analysis in the present study, 97% of
the total variation of GY was explained
by the characteristics studied (Table
2). The traits STD, NE, ED, and IY

Table 1. Summary of the analysis of variance and estimation of genetic parameters for the
traits of eight sweet corn genotypes. Monte Carmelo, UFU, 2018.

Source of
Variation

Df

Genotypes
Blocks
Residuals
Average
CV (%)
CVg (%)
CVg/CVe (%)
h² (%)

7
2
14

Genotypes
Blocks
Residuals
Average
CV (%)
CVg (%)
CVg/CVe (%)
h² (%)

7
2
14

Genotypes
Blocks
Residuals
Average
CV (%)
CVg (%)
CVg/CVe (%)
h² (%)

7
2
14

STD
3.02
4.87
1.40
32.75
3.61
2.24
0.62
53.74
EH

PP
30.57
49.62
19.48
12.50
35.31
15.38
0.43
36.27
NE

Mean square
FP
NLP
56.19** 0.79**
10.16
1.35
5.12
0.12
5.16 10.47
43.79
3.28
79.85
4.53
1.82
1.38
90.88 85.14
EL
ED

SD
0.11
0.09
0.07
2.33
11.85
4.38
0.37
29.15
NRE

254.51** 238.08** 1.59* 0.34** 1.58**
287.89 114.87
1.91 0.16
0.60
14.86
40.30
0.55 0.03
0.17
57.41
49.12
18.05 4.53 14.64
6.71
12.92
4.12 3.98
2.88
15.56
16.52
3.26 7.16
4.67
2.31
1.27
0.79 1.79
1.61
94.16
83.07
65.28 90.63 88.71
GY
IY
CAR
CP
LIP
7.30* 183.55** 1.29
16.68
52.97
0.07
2.47
13.50
0.70
7.51
45.18 19.92
20.94
8.13
4.22
16.87
16.66
2.21
0.80
2.04
0.52
66.08
92.64 45.04

0.78
0.37
0.31
6.32
8.90
6.20
0.69
59.28

0.38
0.10
0.23
2.63
18.17
8.74
0.48
40.99

PH
540.70**
472.72
28.56
117.32
4.55
11.13
2.44
94.71
NGR
31.39*
15.45
7.36
24.02
11.29
11.78
1.04
76.54
SS
1.43
3.13
1.09
11.47
9.13
2.92
0.32
23.57

**,*= significant at 1 and 5% probability by the F test, respectively; Df= degree of freedom;
CV, CVg and CVe= coefficient of variation, coefficient of genetic variation and coefficient
of experimental variation, respectively; h²= heritability in the broad sense; STD= plant
stand; PP= prolific plants; FP= fasciated plants; NLP= number of leaves per plant; SD=
stalk diameter (cm); PH and EH= plant and ear height (cm); NE= number of ears; EL= ear
length (cm); ED= ear diameter (cm); NRE= number of rows per ear; NGR= number of grains
per row; GY= grain yield (t ha-1); IY= industrial yield (%); CAR, CP and LIP= amount of
carbohydrate, crude protein and lipids in grains (%); SS= grain soluble solids (°Brix).
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and selection indexes were calculated
based on the following characteristics:
STD, NE, ED, NGR, GY, and IY.
According to Falconer (1987),
higher gains offered by indirect selection
are expected if the heritability of
secondary characteristics is greater
than that of the principal characteristic
considered and these characteristics
(principal and secondary) are highly
correlated. However, in this work it
does not occur, because all estimated
direct gains were superior to indirect
gains (Table 3).
The direct selection based on
GY provided gains (11.65%) for this
characteristic and positive gain for
the other characteristics. However, the

selection based on a single characteristic
can occasionally cause unwanted
changes in several other traits not
considered (Cruz et al., 2012). Carvalho
et al. (2017) reported a reduction in
important traits, such as mass and
diameter of roots when aiming the
improvement of carrot genotypes
by selections supported on only the
characteristic coloration of roots.
The base index was the one that
generated the greatest total selection gain
(sum of gains in all the characteristics
evaluated), with a value of 38.69%
(Table 4), and also showed a greater
gain for IY (13.53%) and NGR (8.71%)
among all the indexes studied. The
improvement of sweet corn genotypes

with great IY and great NGR, are
important characteristics for the yield in
the ear industrial processing (Luz et al.,
2014). In addition, the base index was
the only one that showed no estimates
for undesirable gain. Although this
index presented an adequate total gain,
it does not show the greatest gain in
grain yield (GY). Vivas et al. (2013)
emphasized the base index as the most
suitable for the selection of superior
genotypes of papaya.
The highest estimate of gain in GY
(9.76%) was observed with the classic
indexes. In the same way, in another
study with sweet corn, this was also the
one which provided higher gain in GY
(Asghar & Mehdi, 2010). On the other

Table 2. Direct effects (diagonal in bold) and indirect effects of the variables considered primary on the main variable grain yield (GY),
evaluated in eight sweet corn genotypes. Monte Carmelo, UFU, 2018.
IE

STD

PP

FP

STD

0.28

0.08

0.18 -0.01 0.15 -0.01

PP

0.01

0.03

0.03

0.02 0.02

FP

0.10

0.13

0.15

NLP

0.00

0.03

SD

NLP

SD

PH

EH

NE

EL

ED

NRE

NGR

IY

CAR

CP

LIP

SS

-0.03

0.20

0.03

0.01

0.03

0.12

0.03

-0.07

0.02

0.11

0.11

0.00

0.01

0.03

0.00 -0.01

0.00

0.02

0.00

-0.01

0.01

0.00

-0.01

0.06 0.10

0.05

0.05

0.14

0.06 -0.05

-0.03

0.08

0.00

-0.08

0.08

0.02

-0.01

0.02

0.06 0.00

0.04

0.02

0.03

0.02 -0.01

0.01

0.00

-0.02

-0.01

0.04

-0.03

0.02

-0.04 -0.05 -0.05

0.00 -0.07

0.02

0.01

-0.05

0.02

0.01

0.01

-0.05

-0.01

0.02

0.00

-0.03

0.00

PH

0.00

0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.02

-0.01

0.00 -0.02

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

-0.01

0.00

-0.01

EH

0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 0.02 -0.07

-0.08

-0.02 -0.07

0.06

0.04

0.03

0.04

0.20

-0.05

0.00

0.01

NE

0.12

0.14

0.16

0.08

0.11

0.04

0.04

0.17

0.05 -0.04

0.01

0.09

0.00

-0.08

0.09

0.00

0.02

EL

0.02

0.02

0.06

0.06 -0.03

0.14

0.14

0.04

0.15 -0.07

-0.08

-0.06

-0.08

-0.10

0.00

0.02

0.02

ED

0.01 -0.10 -0.14 -0.04 -0.07 -0.24

-0.30

0.41

0.09

0.15

0.27

0.25

0.16

-0.12

0.02

NRE

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00 0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02 -0.01

-0.04

0.00

0.00

-0.01

0.00

0.02

-0.01

NGR 0.08

0.13

0.10

0.01 0.13 -0.10

-0.07

0.10 -0.07

0.07

-0.01

0.19

0.13

0.06

0.05

-0.03

-0.06

IY

0.04 -0.01 -0.12 0.02 -0.22

-0.14

-0.01 -0.15

0.19

0.02

0.20

0.29

0.20

0.14

-0.09

-0.18

CAR -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03

-0.02

-0.02 -0.03

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.05

0.03

-0.03

-0.02

0.09 -0.05

0.00

-0.03

-0.06

-0.09

0.12

-0.01

0.02

0.03

CP

0.01

LIP

-0.02

0.05

-0.11 -0.19
0.00

0.06

0.08 0.00

0.10

0.08

0.06

0.01 -0.01

0.03 -0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00 -0.01

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.02

0.04

0.01

-0.06

-0.02

SS

0.02 -0.02

0.00

0.02 0.00

0.02

-0.01

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.02

-0.02

-0.03

-0.02

0.01

0.02

0.05

Total

0.63

0.52

0.20 0.34 -0.03

-0.28

0.58 -0.07

0.60

0.10

0.77

0.63

0.20

0.04

-0.22

-0.04

0.45

Residual effect = 0.16; coefficient of determination = 0.97; constant k= 5.26; IE= indirect effect; STD= plant stand; PP= prolific plants; FP=
fasciated plants; NLP= number of leaves per plant; SD= stalk diameter (cm); PH and EH= plant and ear height (cm); NE= number of ears;
EL= ear length (cm); ED= ear diameter (cm); NRE= number of rows per ear, NGR= number of grains per row; IY= industrial yield (%);
CAR, CP and LIP= amount of carbohydrate, crude protein and lipids in grains (%); SS= grain soluble solids (°Brix).
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Table 3. Estimates of selection gains by direct selection (diagonal in bold) and indirect (in rows), for the traits of eight sweet corn genotypes.
Monte Carmelo, UFU, 2018.

Traits used in the
direct selection
STD
NE
ED
NGR
GY
IY

Selected genotypes
L6P15, L8P12 and L8P7
L6P15, L8P10 and L8P12
L6P2, L7P3 and L8P7
L6P15, L6P2 and L7P3
L6P15, L7P3 and L8P12
L6P15, L7P3 and L8P10

STD
1.50
1.32
0.05
0.19
0.77
0.41

Selection gains direct and indirect (%)
NE
ED
NGR
GY
12.00
1.09
3.44
9.90
16.70
-1.62
5.67
9.76
-10.73
5.56
1.03
2.54
1.10
2.52
9.60
5.82
11.06
1.89
8.86
11.65
7.49
0.03
8.71
8.52

IY
-2.26
1.77
9.37
10.74
4.42
13.53

STD= plant stand; NE= number of ears; ED= ear diameter (cm); NGR= number of grains per row; GY= grain yield (t ha-1); IY= industrial
yield (%).
Table 4. Estimates of selection genetic gain with the use of selection indexes for the traits
of eight sweet corn genotypes. Monte Carmelo, UFU, 2018.

Traits

Base index

Selection genetic gain (%)
Desired gains Genotype-ideotype
Classic index
index
distance index
1.32
0.96
0.96

STD

0.41

NE

7.49

16.70

6.74

4.86

ED

0.03

-1.62

-0.99

1.43

8.71
8.52
13.53
38.69

5.67
9.76
1.77
33.60

6.41
3.92
8.08
25.12

-2.90
6.47
0.40
11.22

NGR
GY
IY
Total
Selected
genotypes

L6P15, L7P3 L6P15, L8P10
and L8P10 and L8P12

L6P15, L6P2
and L8P10

L8P10, L8P12 and
L8P7

STD= plant stand; NE= number of ears; ED= ear diameter (cm); NGR= number of grains
per row; GY= grain yield (t ha-1); IY= industrial yield (%).

hand, Freitas et al. (2013) found for
GY in popcorn no desirable gains by
classic indexes. The estimates of gains
by the same indexes do not always show
similar results, because the variables
that compose the indexes, the type and
number of genotypes available, the
genotype by environment interaction,
the values of the economic weights and
the accuracy of the matrices of variances
and covariances interfere in the indexes
(Cruz et al., 2012).
The indexes used in this study, except
the base index, showed no positive
desirable gains for all evaluated traits.
Similarly, Oliveira et al. (2008) found
that the classic indexes and desired gains
also provided negative gains of some
traits in progenies of yellow passion
fruit. However, Santos et al. (2007)
used different economic weights and
found that the classic indexes allowed

the achievement of positive gains for the
main characteristics in popcorn, while
the indexes of desired gains provided
considerable gains only when using
economic weight equal to the genetic
standard deviation.
The selection indexes are efficient,
besides presenting favorable genetic
gains in all characteristics, especially
those of primary interest, although,
the gains must be well distributed
among all traits (Bhering et al., 2012).
Although the indexes of desired gains
and genotype-ideotype distance have
presented lower total gains than the
base index, they obtained balanced gains
between the evaluated characteristics
(Figure 1). There are studies that
reported the contents of genotypeideotype distance as the more suitable
strategy of selection for the simultaneous
breeding of characteristics, by providing
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a balanced distribution of expected
gains for all evaluated traits (Bhering
et al., 2012; Carvalho et al., 2017;
Oliveira et al., 2008). Moreover, in
the present study, genotype-ideotype
distance index presented satisfactory
gain linear diameter; the other indexes
provided low gains (base index) or
negative (classic and desired gains) for
this characteristic.
The classic index provided higher
gain for number of ears, therefore
this index selected more prolific
genotypes. The prolificacy has not been
a characteristic prioritized by breeding
programs of corn (Elias et al., 2010).
In addition, on the sweet corn crop, the
priority is the quality of the first ear due
to industrial processing (Assunção et al.,
2010). For the characteristic NGR, only
the genotype-ideotype distance index
gave negative gain (-2,90%) (Table 4).
There were no coincidences in
relation to selected genotypes among
the studied indexes and also by direct
selection based on GY (Tables 3 and 4).
However, the base index and the direct
selection based on IY selected the same
genotypes (L6P15, L7P3 and L8P10).
Furthermore, the genotypes L8P18 and
L9P5 were the only ones not selected by
any of the indexes.
Another important factor in the
simultaneous selection of characteristics
is the determination of the economic
weights of the main and secondary
characteristics; however, in this study,
the variations in weights for the same
indexes were not evaluated (Cruz et al.,
2012). Generally, the values established
for the weights in the indexes may
influence the expected gains. Bizari
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Figure 1. Distribution of estimates of genetic gain in line graph by base index, classic index,
desired gains and genotype-ideotype distance for the traits of eight sweet corn genotypes.
Monte Carmelo, UFU, 2018.

et al. (2017) observed that for certain
indexes, the variation in economic
weights influenced the genetic gains in
segregating soybean populations. On
the other hand, estimates of total gain
were similar among tomato genotypes,
regardless of the economic weight used
(Nick et al., 2013). There are, however,
more recent indexes that do not take into
account the economic weights, such as
the analysis of factors associated with
the main components, PPG-ESIM and
FAI-BLUP (DoVale et al., 2011; CerónRojas et al., 2016; Rocha et al., 2018).
The superiority of the selection
indexes in relation to other selection
methods and from one index to the
other is variable (Oliveira et al., 2008).
This variation depends mainly on
the accuracy in the estimation of the
variances and covariances genetic
and phenotypic characteristics, the
number of genotypes evaluated and
selected, and, if used, the accuracy in
the determination of economic weights
or desired gains for each characteristic
(Asghar & Medhi, 2010; Cruz et al.,
2012).
In this study, the base index was
the most efficient in the simultaneous
selection of characteristics in sweet
corn by providing the largest selection
gain total, desirable gains positive in
76

all characteristics, uniform distribution
of gains between the characteristics
evaluated and gain satisfactory in grain
yield. The base index allows great
selection gain simultaneously in many
important characteristics of sweet corn,
which becomes the selection process
more efficient.
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